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Abstract
It is well known that the set of all ‘even’ spanning subgraphs of a connected graph G on n
vertices with m edges forms a binary linear code C =CE(G) with parameters [m;m− n+ 1; g],
where g is the girth of G. Such codes were rst studied by Bredeson and Hakimi; IEEE Trans.
Inform. Theory 13 (1967) 348{349 and Hakimi and Bredeson, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory 14
(1968) 584{591 in the late 1960s who were concerned with the problems of augmenting C to a
larger [m; k; g]-code and of eciently decoding such codes; similar results for ternary and q-ary
graphical codes were given in Hakimi and Bredeson, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, 15 (1969)
435{436 and Bobzow and Hakimi, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory 17 (1971) 215{218, respec-
tively. Recently, the present authors Jungnickel and Vanstone, IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory
43 (1997) 136{146, have obtained considerable progress in the binary case by generalizing
Hakimi’s and Bredeson’s construction method to obtain better augmenting codes and by giving
a much more ecient decoding algorithm. In a further paper of Jungnickel and Vanstone,
J. Combin. Math. Combin. Comput., in press, we adapted our methods to obtain similar
progress in the ternary case; in this nal paper, we shall transfer our results to q-ary graphical
codes. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we explore the relationship between directed graphs and q-ary codes.
A considerable amount of work on the connections between graph theory and coding
theory has been done previously, mostly for the binary case, cf. [1,3,6{8,12,10,13,19]
and the references given in these papers. As is well known, the set of all ‘even’
subgraphs of a connected graph G on n vertices with m edges forms a binary linear
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code C =CE(G) with parameters [m;m− n+ 1; g], where g is the girth of G; here an
even subgraph of G is a spanning subgraph in which each vertex has even degree. We
shall hereafter refer to CE(G) as the even graphical code of G; such codes have rst
been systematically studied by Bredeson and Hakimi [6,3,7]. These authors focused
on two main questions, namely the possibility of augmenting an even graphical code
to a code of larger dimension while keeping the minimum distance unchanged and of
eciently decoding both the original and the augmented codes. Subsequently, Hakimi
and Bredeson [8] did a similar study of the ternary case, replacing G by a connected
(but not necessarily strongly connected) digraph and the even subgraphs of G by the
(ternary) circulations on that digraph. Finally, this work was transferred to the q-ary
case in [1].
Recently, we [12] have obtained considerable progress in the binary case by gen-
eralizing Hakimi’s and Bredeson’s construction method to obtain better augmenting
codes and by giving a much more ecient decoding algorithm. (See also [11] for a
tutorial treatment using the Petersen graph and its codes as an extended example.) In
a subsequent paper [13], we have investigated how far our methods could be adapted
to obtain corresponding progress in the ternary case. This turned out to work quite
nicely for the augmentation problem, but seemed to be rather dicult as far as decod-
ing the circulation code is concerned, where we were only able to obtain a connec-
tion to an apparently dicult optimization problem. Decoding augmented codes then
turned out to be easy again, given a decoder for the circulation codes. In [13], we
also pointed out an oversight in a graph theoretic lemma of Bredeson and Hakimi [3]
which aects the decoding algorithms given in [7,8] and presented corrected versions
of their lemma and their decoding procedure for the ternary case. In this nal pa-
per, we will now transfer our results to the q-ary case; in particular, we shall settle
‘the problem of nding better q-ary augmentation techniques’ posed by Bobrow and
Hakimi in [1].
The basic result on q-ary graphical codes is as follows. Here we denote the GF(q)-
vector space of all circulations of a digraph G = (V; E) by Cq(G); alternatively, after
choosing a xed labelling of the arcs of G and identifying functions f : E ! GF(q)
with q-ary vectors correspondingly, Cq(G) may be viewed as the kernel of the incidence
matrix M of G, that is, as the orthogonal complement of the row space of M ; see,
for instance [2]. We shall use the notation jGj for the underlying graph of G, which
is obtained by ignoring the direction of the arcs of G.
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a connected digraph with m edges on n vertices; and let g
be the girth of jGj. Then Cq(G) is an [m;m− n+ 1; g]-code over GF(q).
We note that the assertion on the dimension of Cq(G) is well known; the simple
proof concerning the minimum weight can be found (for the case q = 3) in [8]. We
shall call this code the circulation code of G, since its elements may be most naturally
viewed as ‘circulations’. Of course, one needs to bear in mind that we do consider
q-ary functions so that a circulation in our code is, even in the case where q is a
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prime, in general not a circulation when considered as an integral function. To give
the reader some feeling for this situation, we will now give a direct proof for the
following simple result concerning the relationship between the circulation code Cq(G)
and the binary code CE(jGj) of the underlying graph.
Lemma 1.2. Let G be an arbitrary digraph. Then any element of the binary code
CE(jGj) can be obtained from a suitable circulation c in the q-ary code Cq(G) by
replacing c with its support jcj in jGj.
Proof. Consider any element of CE(jGj), viewed as an even subgraph H of jGj; hence
H splits into the disjoint union of Eulerian subgraphs on its connected components. It
suces to consider one such component and to show that | viewed as a binary vector
| it may be obtained as the image jcj of some circulation c; to simplify notation, we
may as well assume that H is itself connected. Let us choose a Eulerian cycle C for
H and orient it arbitrarily. Now a standard argument gives the desired circulation c
on G: put c(e) = 1 if the orientation of an arc e 2 C agrees with the orientation of e
in G, and c(e) = −1 otherwise (and, of course, c(e) = 0 for all arcs e not occurring
in C).
The reader should note that one may think of Cq(G) as obtained by suitably ‘orienting’
CE(jGj). To be more precise, let us x a spanning tree T for jGj; as is well known,
each edge e 62 T denes a unique cycle of jGj. The characteristic vectors of these
m− n+ 1 cycles form a basis for the cycle space of jGj. Recording them as the rows
of a matrix B(jGj) thus gives a generator matrix for the code CE(jGj) which is called
the fundamental circuit matrix of G in [7]. Associating with each of these fundamen-
tal cycles of jGj a circulation as described in the proof of Lemma 1.2 then gives us
a generator matrix B(G) for the q-ary code Cq(G) which may be thought of as an
orientation of B(jGj). Note that the many resulting codes are not essentially dierent,
since they are all monomially equivalent.
Bobrow and Hakimi [1] have shown that G actually gives rise to an even larger
number of q-ary graphical codes with the same parameters by allowing non-zero en-
tries dierent from 1 in B(G). However, this generalization does not give anything
particularly interesting, since all resulting codes are again monomially equivalent to
Cq(G). To be more precise, the codes dened in [1] arise from Cq(G) by multi-
plying the eth coordinate of every circulation c by a non-zero scalar e in GF(q).
We note that the dual code of Cq(G) is another well known object from graph the-
ory: it is just the bond space of G which is generated by the incidence vectors of
the directed cutsets of G. In the more general situation studied in [1], the dual code
arises from this bond space by multiplying the eth coordinate of every element by
the non-zero scalar −1e . It would be possible to state all our results for these slightly
more general q-ary codes, but at the price of introducing unpleasant technical compli-
cations. We have therefore decided to restrict ourselves to the case of circulation codes
as dened above; hence, the circulation code Cq(G) arises from the corresponding
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code Cp(G) over the prime subeld GF(p) of GF(q) by extension of scalars. If so
desired, monomially equivalent codes may be constructed after these codes have been
augmented (which in general gives codes which are no longer essentially dened
over GF(p)); the decoding techniques can then also be adapted in the obvious
way.
For background and denitions from graph theory and combinatorial optimization,
the reader is referred to Bondy and Murty [2], Buckley and Harary [4], Jungnickel
[11], Lovasz and Plummer [14] and Papadimitriou and Steiglitz [17], and for coding
theory to MacWilliams and Sloane [15], van Lint [20] and Jungnickel [9].
2. Augmenting circulation codes
In this section we will consider the problem of augmenting the circulation code
Cq(G) of a connected digraph G = (V; E). This turns out to be exactly analogous to
the corresponding problem in the ternary case, and we may just adapt our results from
[13]. We require the notion of the ‘excess’ of a q-ary function (or vector) at a vertex
of G which we will now dene in analogy to a standard notion from the theory of
network ows. Given an arbitrary q-ary vector x, we call the scalar product of the
k’th row of the incidence matrix M of G with x the excess of x at the corresponding
vertex vk . Thus x is a circulation if and only if it has excess 0 at each vertex of G;
we once more stress that all computations are done over GF(q).
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a connected digraph of girth g with m edges on n vertices
and assume the existence of an [n − 1; k; 2g − 1]-code A over GF(q). Then the cir-
culation code C =Cq(G) with parameters [m;m− n+ 1; g] may extended to a q-ary
[m;m− n+ 1 + k; g]-code C.
Proof. We shall use the auxiliary code A to produce a q-ary [m; k; g]-code C 0 such
that C +C 0 results in the desired code C. To this end, we rst select a xed vertex
s of G and conduct a BFS-search on jGj with start vertex s; let us denote the resulting
spanning tree of jGj by T . Given any vertex v in G, we have a unique path Pv in T
joining s with v which we will consider as directed from s to v. With each such path,
we associate a q-ary vector pv as follows: The e-coordinate pv(e) 6= 0 if and only
if e occurs is Pv; moreover, pv(e) = +1 if e is a forward edge in Pv, that is, if the
orientation of e in Pv agrees with that of e in G, and pv(e) = −1 if e is a backward
edge in Pv. Note that we may choose a bijection  between the set of vertices of G
dierent from s and the coordinates of A; in this way, we avoid the possibility of
using the trivial path Ps in what follows. Given any non-zero vector a 2 A, consider
the vertices v which correspond to coordinates (v) with a-entry a(v) 6= 0 and put
cv; a = a(v)pv. Finally, denote by ca the sum of all the vectors cv;a just dened. In this
way, any non-zero a 2 A gives rise to a q-ary vector ca of length m; we choose C 0
as the vector space consisting all these vectors ca together with c0 = 0. Intuitively,
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we may view each element ca of C 0 as a ‘weighted sum’ of a system Pa of wa
paths in T , where wa denotes the weight of a. In order to see that C is indeed an
[m;m − n + 1 + k; g]-code it therefore suces to show that the distance between any
weighted sum of w paths in T and any circulation c always is at least dw=2e and then
to use the hypothesis that A has minimum weight 2g − 1. To see this, we use the
notion of excess dened above. Note rst that each vector pv has excess 1 at both s
and v and excess 0 for any internal vertex. Since the excess of a linear combination of
q-ary vectors at a vertex v obviously equals the corresponding linear combination of
the individual excesses at v, any weighted sum s of w paths Pv in T has excess 6= 0 at
each of the associated w end vertices v. Hence one needs to change the values of at least
dw=2e coordinates of s to make s into a circulation which proves the assertion.
It is easy to construct examples where s has weight exactly dw=2e, so that the
construction given in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is in general best possible. However,
as in the binary and ternary cases, one may often do better if one has more information
about the structure of G. As the construction is similar to the one given in Theorem 2.1,
the details of the proof may be left to the reader.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a connected digraph of girth g with m edges on n vertices;
and assume that V1; : : : ; Vc is a partition of the vertex set V into independent sets
with cardinalities n1; : : : ; nc; respectively. Then the circulation code C = Cq(G) with
parameters [m;m − n + 1; g] may be extended to a q-ary code C with parameters
[m; (m− n+ 1) + (k1 +   + kc); g] provided that there exist q-ary [ni; ki; g]-codes Ai
for i = 1; : : : ; c− 1 and a q-ary [nc − 1; kc; g]-code Ac.
Proof. Similar to the construction given in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we choose a
xed vertex s 2 Vc and construct a BFS-tree T for jGj with root s. We now use the
auxiliary codes Ai exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to construct weighted sums
of paths in T resulting in q-ary [m; ki; g]-codes Ci for i=1; : : : ; c; in the case i= c, we
identify the coordinate positions of Ac with the nc − 1 vertices dierent from s in Vc
(again in order to avoid the possibility of using the trivial path Ps).
Now dene C to be the code C + C1 +   + Cc. We again use the fact that any
weighted sum s of w paths Pv in T has excess 6= 0 at each of the associated w end
vertices v. Note that any circulation and any non-zero vector in one of the codes Ci
have distance at least g, since the corresponding end vertices v form an independent set;
hence changing their excesses to 0 requires at least g coordinate changes. Any linear
combination of non-zero vectors from at least two of the codes Ci is a weighted sum of
at least 2g paths in T and thus also has distance at least g from any circulation.
The main problem in applying Theorem 2.2 consists in nding a partition of the
vertex set of G in independent sets. This may, of course, be viewed as a coloring
problem: color V in such a way that no edge has both its end vertices colored with
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the same color. This requirement severely restricts the applicability of Theorem 2.2,
since it is well known that determining an optimal such partition (that is, nding the
chromatic number (G) of G) is an NP-hard problem for (G)>3, see, for instance,
Garey and Johnson [5]. Note that the digraphs with chromatic number 2 are just the
bipartite graphs and that it is easy to test whether a digraph G is bipartite and to nd a
corresponding partition of the vertex set. This may be achieved via a BFS-approach, see,
for instance [10]. Accordingly, Theorem 2.2 seems to be useful mainly for augmenting
q-ary circulation codes based on bipartite digraphs.
Similar to the discussion in Section 4 of [12], one can show that Theorem 2.1 gen-
eralizes the corresponding q-ary construction given in [1]; no result corresponding to
Theorem 2.2 was stated there explicitly, though the possibility of such a result was
mentioned. In fact the results of [1] cover exactly the special case of our constructions
where the auxiliary q-ary codes all have to be chosen as circulation codes. Hence,
as in the binary and ternary cases, we will in general be able to obtain far better
augmenting codes. In this context, we quote the nal paragraph from [1]: \Since the
augmentation techniques discussed were based on methods given for the binary case,
the increases in dimensionality for the binary and q-ary codes are the same. How-
ever, q-ary codes are inherently more ecient than binary codes. Because of this, the
problem of nding better q-ary augmentation techniques is being investigated by the
authors." Our results above solve this problem; as an illustration, we give the following
example.
Example 2.3. If q is suciently large, we may use MDS-codes as auxiliary codes.
We recall that MDS-codes satisfy the Singleton bound with equality and are therefore
optimal. It is well known that extended and shortened Reed{Solomon codes provide
examples of MDS-codes with parameters [q − a; k; q − a − k + 1] over GF(q) for
a= 0; : : : ; q− 1 and k = 1; : : : ; q− a− 1. Moreover, these codes can be eciently en-
coded and decoded, see, for instance [9]. By Theorem 2.1, we obtain the existence of
an [m;m−2g+2; g]-code augmenting any given circulation code Cq(G) with parameters
[m;m−n+1; g], provided that q>n−1; here we use the above result with a=q−n+1
and k = n− 2g+ 1. Now assume that G is bipartite, with parts of sizes n1 and n2, re-
spectively. Then Theorem 2.2 likewise yields the existence of an [m;m−2g+2; g]-code
augmenting the given circulation code Cq(G), provided that q>minfn1; n2−1g. This is
exactly the same dimension as before, only that the bound on q may be made smaller
in the bipartite case. For large q, there is thus no reason to consider the method
of Theorem 2.2; but for small q, Theorem 2.2 (if applicable) tends to give stronger
results.
Problem 2.4. In view of Example 2.3, we propose the following interesting question:
Is the dimension of the largest q-ary graphical code augmenting a circulation code
Cq(G) based on a connected digraph G of girth g with m edges and n vertices always
bounded by m− 2g+2? There might be an easy answer to this question, but we have
not been able to nd it.
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3. Decoding augmented circulation codes
In this section, we shall consider the problem of decoding a general graphical code
C based on a digraph G provided that we have ecient decoding algorithms for both
the circulation code and also the auxiliary q-ary code(s) used in the constructions of
Section 2. We shall now show that the method we proposed in [13] for the ternary case
can also be used to decode q-ary graphical codes. Since we want to be able to correct
up to t errors using C, we must rst recognize whether or not a received word r
actually belongs to a code word in C =Cq(G). In view of the proofs of Theorems 2.1
and 2.2, it seems advisable to try and use the excess pattern of r. In what follows, we
shall denote the e-coordinate of a q-ary vector x by x(e). We begin with an algorithm
decoding a code constructed as in Theorem 2.1.
Algorithm 3.1. Consider a q-ary graphical code C with parameters [m;m−n+1+k; g]
obtained by using the q-ary [n− 1; k; 2g− 1]-code A as auxiliary code from the code
C =Cq(G) with parameters [m;m− n+1; g] based on the connected digraph G, where
g>2t + 1. Let r be a word received and assume that at most t errors have occurred,
that is, r has the form r = c + ca + f for some arbitrary circulation c, some unknown
vector ca 2 C 0 associated with the auxiliary vector a2A and some unknown error
vector f with support j f j consisting of at most t edges. In what follows,  denotes the
bijection introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
1. Compute the excess of r at all vertices.
2. Dene a q-ary vector a0 by choosing a0((v)) as minus the excess of r at v.
3. Using the code A, decode a0 into a code word a = a0 + f 0 2 A and compute the
associated vector ca 2 C 0.
4. Put s = r − ca and decode s into a circulation c = s − f 2 C .
5. Output x= c + ca.
Theorem 3.2. Algorithm 3:1 correctly decodes the q-ary graphical code C in
O(m) + O(C) + O(A) steps; where O(X) denotes the complexity of decoding X .
Proof. We rst show that the proposed decoding procedure is correct. Note that the
excess pattern of a vector x = c + ca 2 C can be used to reconstruct the auxiliary
vector a involved as follows: Any path pv in the BFS-tree T has excess −1 at v (and
+1 at s); hence the (v)-coordinate of a can be recovered (since v 6= s) as minus the
excess of x at v.
By hypothesis, the error pattern j f j consists of at most t edges which obviously can
corrupt at most 2t excesses. Hence the received excess pattern involves at most g− 1
vertices which have incorrect excess, that is, their excess for r is dierent from their
excess for c+ ca. The previous arguments now show that the vector a0 dened in Step
(2) diers from the correct auxiliary vector a in at most g − 1 coordinates. Since A
is a (g− 1)-error correcting code, we may indeed decode a0 correctly. Following this,
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we compute the associated vector ca 2 C 0 and subtract it from the received word r.
Note that s= r− ca= c+ f , and thus s belongs to a circulation c corrupted by an error
vector of weight 6t. By Proposition 1.1, we may decode s uniquely, and thus Step
(5) will give the correct result c + ca = r − f .
The assertion on the complexity is clear, since we may compute the excesses of all
vertices in O(m) steps if we use adjacency lists: The excess of a vector u at v is the
sum of the values u(e) over all arcs with tail v minus the sum of the values u(e) over
all arcs with head v.
Of course, the quality of Algorithm 3:2 depends on both the quality of the decoding
algorithm available for decoding the auxiliary code A used in constructing C and
also on the decoding algorithm for the circulation code C itself. The latter problem
will be discussed in Section 4. Regarding the choice of A, we might for instance use a
smaller circulation code or a q-ary BCH-code or, in particular, a Reed{Solomon code
(see Example 2.3).
We now give an analogous procedure for decoding q-ary codes constructed as in
Theorem 2.2.
Algorithm 3.3. Consider a q-ary graphical code C (obtained as in Theorem 2.2) with
parameters [q; (q − p + 1) + (k1 +    + kc); g] by using q-ary [pi; ki; g]-codes Ai for
i=1; : : : ; c− 1 and a q-ary [pc− 1; kc; g]-code Ac as auxiliary codes for the circulation
code C =Cq(G) with parameters [m;m− n+ 1; g] based on the connected digraph G.
Put t = b(g − 1)=2c, let r be a word received and assume that at most t errors have
occurred. Thus r has the form
r = c + ca1 +   + cac + f
for some arbitrary circulation c on G, some unknown vectors cai 2 Ci associated with
the auxiliary vector ai 2 Ai (i=1; : : : ; c) and some unknown error vector f with support
j f j consisting of at most t edges.
1. Compute the excess of r at all vertices.
2. For i = 1; : : : ; c dene a q-ary vector a0i by choosing a
0
i((v)) as minus the excess
of r at v for all v 2 Vi with v 6= s.
3. Using the code Ai, decode a0i into the correct auxiliary vector ai 2 Ai and compute
the associated vectors cai 2 Ci (for i = 1; : : : ; c).
4. Put s = r − (ca1 +   + cac) and decode s into a circulation c = s − f 2 C .
5. Output x= c + ca1 +   + cac .
One then obtains the following result by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.2;
the details are left to the reader.
Theorem 3.4. Algorithm 3:4 correctly decodes the q-ary graphical code C with
complexity O(m) + O(C) + O(A1) +   +O(Ac).
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4. Decoding circulation codes
In this section we briey discuss the problem of eciently decoding a circulation
code C = Cq(G) based on a connected digraph with n vertices, m edges and girth g.
The only known ecient algorithm for this problem rests on a lemma of Bredeson and
Hakimi [3] guaranteeing the existence of certain collections of cutsets. As we pointed
out in [13], their result is only partially correct. For the convenience of the reader, we
repeat the following corrected version given in [13].
Lemma 4.1. Let jGj be a connected graph with n vertices; m edges and girth g; and
let e be an edge of jGj which is contained in some cycle. Then there exist g − 1
fundamental cutsets B1; : : : ; Bg−1 which pairwise intersect in e only. It is possible to
test whether or not an edge e is contained in a cycle and (in the positive case) to
compute a collection of cutsets as described above in O(m) steps.
Proof. Let u and v denote the end vertices of e and consider the graph H = jGjne.
As e is contained in a cycle, H is still connected. Since jGj has girth g, we have
d(u; v)>g − 1 in H . For i = 1; : : : ; g − 1, let Ai consist of all edges of H which join
two vertices which have distances i−1 and i from u in H , respectively. Thus Ai is the
fundamental cutset of H belonging to the partition V = Xi [ Yi, here Xi consists of all
vertices at distance at most i − 1 from u. Clearly, the Ai are pairwise disjoint. Hence
the sets Bi = Ai [ feg pairwise intersect in e only; as jGj has girth g, each of these
edge sets separates u from v in jGj and hence is a cutset in jGj (in fact a fundamental
cutset of jGj, belonging to the same partition V =Xi [Yi). Moreover, these cutsets can
be computed in O(m) steps by conducting a BFS in H with root vertex u. Finally, note
that e is in a cycle of jGj if and only if H is still connected; thus it is easily possible
to check the hypothesis of the lemma while simultaneously attempting to construct the
desired fundamental cutsets.
Using Lemma 4.1, Bobrow and Hakimi [1] obtained a majority logic decoding al-
gorithm for their q-ary graphical codes, that is, for q-ary codes which are monomially
equivalent to a q-ary circulation code. In view of the remarks above, their algorithm
requires some correction, though; also, as we only consider circulation codes Cq(G),
the statement can be simplied somewhat. We now describe such a decoding pro-
cedure. To this end, we need to associate a q-ary vector c with each fundamental
cutset C = C(X; Y ) of the underlying graph jGj as follows. Note rst that we may
consider C as ordered by selecting an ordering of the two parts X and Y ; let us say
that we consider the edges of C to be oriented from X to Y . Now the e-coordinate
c(e) 6= 0 if and only if e occurs is C; moreover, c(e) = +1 if e is a forward edge in
c, that is, if the orientation of e in C agrees with that of e in G, and c(e) =−1 if e
is a backward edge in C.
Algorithm 4.2. Consider a circulation code Cq(G) with parameters [m;m − n + 1; g]
based on the connected digraph G, where g>2t + 1. Let x be a word received and
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assume that at most t errors have occurred, that is, x is of the form x = c + f for
some unknown circulation c on G and some unknown error vector f with a support S
consisting of at most t edges. For every arc e, perform the following steps:
1. Determine whether or not e is contained in a cycle of jGj and (in the positive
case) compute a collection of fundamental cutsets B1(e); : : : ; Bg−1(e) of jGj pairwise
intersecting in e only.
2. If e is not contained in a cycle of jGj, put c(e) = 0; otherwise, perform Steps (3)
and (4).
3. For i=1; : : : ; g−1, choose the orientation of the cutset Bi(e) such that e is a forward
arc in Bi(e), let bi(e) be the associated q-ary vector and dene ai to be the inner
product of bi(e) with x.
4. Let f(e) be the symbol occurring most often among the ai, and put c(e) =
x(e)− f(e). (In case of a tie, choose f(e) = 0.)
Theorem 4.3. Algorithm 4:2 correctly decodes Cq(G) in O(m2) steps.
Proof. If an arc e is not contained in a cycle of jGj, it obviously cannot occur in
the support of any circulation associated with a fundamental cycle of jGj. As noted
at the end of Section 1, C = Cq(G) has a basis consisting of such circulations, and
therefore e cannot be in the support of any word in C . This shows that the correspond-
ing coordinate is correctly decoded to c(e) = 0 in Step (2). Now consider any arc e
which is contained in a cycle of jGj; then the cutsets in Step (1) exist by Lemma 4.1.
We already mentioned that the q-ary vector associated with any directed cutset is or-
thogonal to each element of C ; in other words, the circulation space C of G is the
orthogonal complement of the bond space generated by the q-ary vectors associated
with the fundamental cuts, see, for instance, [2]. Hence the inner product ai dened in
Step (3) is really just the inner product of bi(e) with the error vector f . Assume rst
that the e-coordinate is correct. Since at most t errors have occurred, the corresponding
arcs involve at most t of the cutsets Bi(e), and thus f can have inner product 6= 0 with
at most t of the vectors bi(e). Hence f is orthogonal to at least g− 1− t>t of these
vectors, and thus we correctly put f(e) = 0 in Step (4). Finally, let the e-coordinate
be incorrect. Then there are at most t − 1 further errors, and the corresponding arcs
can involve at most t − 1 of the cutsets Bi(e). For these cutsets, the inner product of
bi(e) with f might turn out to be 0; but for the remaining cutsets, the single error in
the e-component will result in the inner product ai = f(e) 6= 0, since the e-coordinate
of each of the vectors bi(e) is +1, because the orientation of Bi(e) was chosen to
agree with that of e. Again, we see that the denition of c(e) in Step (4) is correct,
since ai=f(e) occurs at least (g−1)−(t−1)>t+1 times. This proves the correctness
of Algorithm 4:2, and it only remains to consider the complexity. According to
Lemma 4.1, for a given edge e, Step (1) can be performed in O(m) steps. Using
adjacency lists, the inner products in Step (3) can also be computed in O(m) steps,
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and the same clearly holds for Steps (2) and (4). Since we have m edges, we get an
overall complexity of O(m2).
We remark that Algorithm 4:2 obviously may be performed in parallel in linear time
with a linear number of processors. In the binary case, it turned out to be possible to
nd a considerably more ecient (sequential) decoding algorithm via techniques from
combinatorial optimization. This approach was rst suggested by Ntafos and Hakimi
[16] and later also by Sole [18]; an explicit algorithm was given in [12]. The cru-
cial stage in this decoding algorithm (which we will not repeat) uses the ‘odd degree
pattern’ W of the subgraph X received to nd the error subgraph E, which just is
the spanning forest of least weight in jGj which has the same vertices of odd degree
as X . In combinatorial optimization, the problem of nding a spanning forest of least
weight with 2t prescribed vertices of odd degree is usually called the t-join problem
[14]; solving this problem via an application of the Chinese Postman Problem is the
standard approach.
The preceding remarks suggest to try and use a combinatorial optimization approach
also in the q-ary case, in particular in the ternary case. As we have explained in [13],
this seems to be a quite dicult problem. As we proved there, it would be possible to
eciently decode the circulation code C3(G) if we had an ecient algorithm for the
following apparently dicult problem from combinatorial optimization.
Problem 4.4 (‘signed Steiner forest’). Let G be a connected digraph with girth g and
consider a set of 2w vertices half of which have sign +, while the other have sign −.
Find a forest S of smallest cardinality such that the discrepancy between the number
of plus-vertices and the number of minus-vertices in each component tree of S is a
multiple of 3.
Problem 4:4 combines features that are on one hand reminiscent of the Steiner net-
work problem (nding a smallest forest joining up given vertices) and on the other hand
of a variation of bipartite matching (either matching plus-vertices with minus-vertices,
or ‘killing’ vertices with the same sign in groups of three). To our knowledge, this prob-
lem had not been considered before; this is not surprising, as the divisibility condition
involved does not seem to be a ‘natural’ condition in optimization. We expect Problem 4:4
to be dicult, since the Steiner network problem is known to be NP-complete [5] and
since the divisibility condition destroys the pure bipartite matching structure one might
hope for. For our purposes, it would of course be sucient to solve Problem 4:4
for digraphs which have large girth in comparison to w, since we have the restriction
g>2w+1; if necessary, we could even add the hypothesis that a forest with the required
properties and cardinality at most (g− 1)=2 exists. We hope that there is an optimiza-
tion approach to Problem 4:4 at least under the assumption that g>2w + 1; what we
would want is an algorithm linear in m and may be cubic in w. Unfortunately, we have
not been able up to now to nd such an approach. If one could settle Problem 4:4,
an analogous problem could then be posed to treat the q-ary case.
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